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The Science Establishment adopts popular social ideas that come into vogue or high fashion,
which takes dedicated women and men decades or more to overturn. The Science Establishment
works hard to not change easily from ideas it has adopted. However, this resistance is nothing in
comparison to the Establishment’s adopted worldview that is sacrosanct with a pretense of being
otherwise. Anyone that dares question the Establishment’s worldview is denounced as
fundamentally wrong, whipped silly, and thrown out of the church.

In Sheldrake’s book “Science Delusion” (2012) he takes 10 fundamental tenets of science and by
simple logic and basic analysis finds that none of them are founded on a factual basis. The
Science Establishment rejects Sheldrake. However, their rejection is based on the right of
Authority to reject and not on any logic or proof that Sheldrake is wrong because his analysis is
correct. Basically, Authority is stating without words that tenets that cannot stand on their own
are still correct when the adopted worldview holds them as consistent and or useful.

Archaeology and geology give the present Holocene epoch two very different time
measurements of 10 k and 100 k for the same depth measurement. Logic requires two
possibilities that one time measurement is correct and one is wrong or both are wrong. However,
the Science Establishment creates a third option by default that both time measurements are
correct. Of course, this defies basic logic. One depth measurement cannot represent two ages
tenfold apart. However, the deliberate decision by Authority, which will not be changed, is to
ignore what is unacceptable. Authority chooses to not harmonize archaeology with its known age
of civilization layers and eras to the needs of geological determinations that “prove” the earth is
4.5 billion years old. Authority requires facts and inconsistencies be ignored and bow to views
supportive of the adopted worldview.

Miles Mathis points out that the mathematicians “misunderstood” Newton’s addition of another
radius (r) to his average distance orbital velocity equation (v = pi r/T). Newton did this in order
to make his orbital velocity equation equal the Pythagorean value of 2r just as the circumference
of a circle is 2r. The mathematicians hold that Newton’s correction can be used as a procedure
meaning that different kinds of velocity are equivalent, which in physics they are not. They call
this false procedure “renormalization”. However, as it is used today anytime your theory
numbers get out of whack just apply the procedure as many times as needed and you are back in
business. It is hard to argue with “success”. All theoretical infrastructures that use the procedure
fall.

Einstein’s equation e=mc^2 was not corrected on both sides as the rules of algebra require.
Normal and strange energy was integrated together while normal and strange mass was kept
separate. It is the lack of integration of strange and normal mass that makes it an incomplete
theorem and why energy and mass are only numerical equivalents by it. Energy and mass are
exactly the same things just in a different phase. Moreover, the square of the speed of light
misdirects. Any real and large number like twice the radius of the universe would work. Light
speed squared as a 4th dimension and cosmological speed limit are wrong. Gravity is at least 20
billion times faster than light. Instantaneous gravity is a basic assumption of all working models
of orbital mechanics. Newton’s ballistic mathematics expels orbiting planets where gravity is
limited to the speed of light. The change from Maxwell waves to particles is wrong because
particle groupings are the measure of a slice of the wave cycle. Smaller slices generate smaller
levels of particle groupings until the equipment can no longer measure a smaller slice. Wave
cycles are what quantum is.

The constant G (gravity) varies at every measurement, which is the anti-thesis of what a constant
is. The Standard Model is given 4 pairs besides a God Particle and big G. However, the proper
pattern is complete at 3 pairs and nothing more. It is a virtual particle. There is no matter in mass
and no mass in matter. Density is referential. Vibration and charge generate resistance that we
experience as solidness. The God Particle is needed by a false philosophy of materialism that
deems density as what realness is. Authoritatively, it has been found more than once. However,
the discovery of the Higgs boson would lead us to know the exact mass ratio of the boson to the
electron. Both are still extremely uncertain. Gravity like temperature imposes itself on the atom
and is not an inherent characteristic inside it. Temperature is also missing its cosmological
balance. An equal minus temperature in the millions is required to balance the millions of
degrees in the positive so zero Kelvin is not an end point but the mid-point cosmological average
between the two extremes. Charge, magnetic alignment, and spin determines gravity interactions
just as gyros have shown us and Authority willfully ignores because it challenges mass attracting
mass singularity of action, which came from Aristotle’s obsolete no charge model. Attraction
requires charge while repelling can be both charge and a no charge mechanical dynamic. Jupiter
is the primary foci and has the majority of the angular momentum of the planetary solar system
because it is the largest mass body of the entire system which repels and flings the outer gaseous
planets about like the Trojan asteroids. Jupiter’s charge determines its distance from the sun.
Stars look like pearls on invisible strings. The sun is hollow where a comet can enter and exit
without disturbance while the sun is travelling 20 km per second down a twisting Birkland
current string (BCS) in dark plasma mode. In 22 years the sun reverses polarity twice by 2 twists
of the BCS within the length of the heliosphere (95 AU). Jupiter’s interaction with the BCS
creates an oppositional counter force (OCF) that grows stronger the greater the distance from the
sun. At 5 billion km the OCF grows in strength to 300 earth masses pushing everything in the
planetary solar system closer together while planet magnetotails repel the planets to a minimum
distance away from each other. The four inner planets as a unit with the sun as their primary foci
completely ignore Jupiter’s attraction. The charge on the facing sides of the Earth and Moon are
the same so they are repelling each other. In the adopted worldview of a dead gravity (no charge)
universe there would be no gravity, which means the universe is fully charged. Light is charge.

Science adopts known false ideas and ignores inconsistencies if doing so supports the adopted
worldview or other ideas that support it. What possible purpose could this be useful for? Can
science still advance by holding to known false principles? The answer is yes it can. Germany
during the Nazi period despite a `Fire and Ice’ cosmology came up with extremely advanced
technological achievements. The question is still what advantage is gained by doing so? Journals
do not want an overall solution to the problems it focuses on and reject such submissions.
Journals want support and articles that increase that support. A full understanding of a subject
brings about a decline of interest in it. In-depth study requires great efforts and people want to
know that the field will not suddenly disappear so they can advance the subject for the expended
effort. Adopting a worldview that has known false principles means it cannot be solved. Oddly,
this is a source of stability. Authority has full control to accept or reject anything for two
millennia on average it takes science society to process every false permutation. Moreover, a
backdoor method of finding the truth by eliminating all known untruths actually works. Theories
based on known false principles have in common no predictive power. The Authority holds all
unexpected outcomes black or white as proof the adopted worldview is correct (confirmation
bias). The purpose of the Science Establishment is to continue processing the unsolvable known
false principles. Acknowledgement of these false principles is possible only after the processing
has been completed which can be done in steps. Kepler replaced perfect circles with ellipses.
Newton took mass attraction and gave it math. While processing continues to prove the
worldview as true interest in science never completely wanes. This is facilitated by the fact that
human beings as processors of information can only focus on one level of an idea at a time
(Gladstones, Regan & Lee 1989) (Pashier 1994). Man can hold only one worldview at a time in
his mind with great rigidity. Worldviews are simply a certain angle of perception which cannot
be completely true. They are like brands that once adopted are never abandoned despite abundant
inconsistencies or even a better available product (lens). However, any worldview (lens) can be
used to advance science as a framework. Authority, like some individuals, views itself as what
science is and any threat to the adopted worldview or supporting views as a threat to science
itself. Dark ages in science have occurred so it is by no means a false threat.

Conclusion: Inconsistencies in science are tolerated. The present Holocene epoch has two
official values 10 fold apart. Newton’s correction of his average orbital velocity equation of 1r to
the Pythagorean value of 2r was usurped into a false procedure for the mixing of all velocities as
equivalent which riddles physics. The basic rules of algebra are not followed in Einstein’s all
important equation. Newton’s gravity is shrouded in mystery, filed, and hidden within the atom.
The Science Establishment denies active cosmic charge, which the attraction dynamic requires
and also denies that gravity repels that does not require charge. It allows no challenge to the
concept of mass attracting mass. The Scientific Establishment created by definition unobservable
dark mass & energy (17/18) to explain why insufficient observable mass (1/18) is able to make
galaxy arm motions work. An unobservable magical input of 17/18 of the total is an act of
desperation to save a failed theory. Before the invention out of thin air of magical fairy dust of
unobservable dark mass & energy it was authoritatively proclaimed that there was no problem
with galaxy arm motions and the mass quotient of the universe. Gravity repels. There is no mass
in matter. Consciousness creates and alters all things in the cosmos which responds back.

There are 8 main conclusions:
1. All worldviews inherently have known false principles.
2. Authority never questions the adopted worldview because it is used to determine facts.
3. The unconscious purpose of this false construct is to create stability to keep social interest
in science alive for the long term for the completion of the back door processing.
4. Authority uses the adopted worldview to test ideas that suggest the worldview is wrong.
This use of circular logic protects the worldview from being proved faulty.
5. In order to change a view one has to take over the social view first. Afterwards the old
guard dies out. In extremely rare occasions a view can flip as did plate tectonics.
6. The adopted worldview curtails perceptions so strongly that individuals may be unable to
observe phenomenon contrary to their beliefs or understand the full ramifications.
7. The cosmos is constantly changing while man also alters it by his mind and beliefs.
8. Authority will deny kindergarten obvious observable facts that the universe is governed
by charged plasma physics.

